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The sensation of hearing electromagnetic (EM) 
radiation by humans has been reported.1, 2 An 

investigation was undertaken to (1) determine if 
indeed EM waves could be "heard;" (2) obtain 
data that would •assist in-explaining the physio
logical effects relating to the hearing; and (3) 
determine whether humans can learn to hear EM 
waves. I 

MetJod. The temperal lobe area of a human is 
irradiated with microwaves (S, C and X band) of 
·a time-~verage power density level of 5 =/cm2. 
The Z ax\i.s of the transmitting antenna (horn) is 

\ ,-
perpendi~ular to a lobe of m subject. He is· 
blindfolded, and three forms of shielding are 
used in turn: (1) a large copper shield 
(2' x 2') placed between the subject and the 
horn; (2) a small copper shield (1½" x 3 11

) 

placed within a few inches of the lobe; and (3) 
a head shield, which left the temperal lobe area 
exposed. 

The controlled test sequence is: shield one 
in place; transmitter on at C band; pulse
repetition frequency (prf) varied; transmitter 
off then on; prf varied; shield removed; prf 
varied; transmitter off then 'on·;----;prf varied; 
shield back in place; prf varied; transmitter 
off. Sequence is repeated for Sand X bands. 
Then this all is repeated for other two shields. 

The equipment consists primarily of an il
lumination system, an EM field measurement 
system, an anechoic chamber, and the shields, 
as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig; 1. Experimentation setup 
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_ The EM energy source consists of a series of 
m·agnetrons wh':t'Ch are pulsed by a modulator. The 
anechoic chamber (providing a 40-<lb quiet zone) 

Applications. Each subject was subjected to 
repeated exposures at each of three ·rrcqLlencies: 
approximately 3, G.5 and 9.5 Ge. The pulse 
width was varied from 0.5 to 2.0 µ,sec., and the 
prf was varied up to 1,000 pulses per seceind., 

Discussion. Initially only Subject 1 "heard" 
the response at Sand C bands. It was heard in 
the area of the ear on the side op9osite to that 
which was irradiated.. Subjects 2 and. 3 experi
enced a response to S band., after repeated. ex
posures (5 and. O, respectively). After ei1:;i1t 
exposures only Subjects 1 and 2 11 hearcl 11 C uanc.t. 
No subject experienced a response to X band../ - I 

'.i.'wo microsecond pulses were readily de-:!ected 
by all subjects at S and C Lands. One micro
second pulses were heard by Subject:; 1 ~nd 2 at 
S and C bands. One-half mici·oseconcl pulses He1·e 
not heard. 
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All subj~t°"i;-expe-r...:.bem:ed--a .. --!~buz·z"·'"at'··;frf_' s •. , .. , 
greater than 100. l3elow 100 prf, a di::;t'.Lnct ~-.>,, 
sensation of hear inc; individual pulses was e:-:
perienced by all. The low prf'' s appearer,. l:iwcr 
chan actual. 

Of significant note is that Subjects 2 ancl 3 
were able to "hear" after repeated eY.posurec-, 
especially since Subject 3, wh'.) could not hear 
to begin with, ,fas determined to hear. 

Conclusions. , 
1 II II F , Humans can hear E!-1 waves, over a r 

limited range of frequencies and pulse width~. 
2. Sensation of "hearing" ·,caries ·.-1ith r,rr. 
3. Humans can learn to hear EM wave$:;' ,_ho·,:-

ever the learning method is not known. '\ ,. 
4. Intelligence can be received by hunar)'c' 

from s_elected transr:ii tted microwave f'requcnf'.ies, 
pulse widths and prf'' s by means of natural bod.:,-· 
functions which are not now known. 
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